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AN ANNOUNCEMENT TO HIKA READERS:
This is Hika's first issue for the college year.
We hope it will be the best issue since before the
war — perhaps as good as were produced during
Hika's 'Golden Era' six or eight years ago, when
the magazine drew widespread praise and the
plaudits of several outstanding literary figures.
For men new to Kenyon, an introduction to
Hika should include a glance at the issues of past
years. As Kenyon's only undergraduate magazine,
Hika has consistently made friends for the college
everywhere. The work of Kenyon men and a long
list of distinguished contributors has placed the
magazine in the very top rank of the nation's col
legiate literary publications. The present staff
hopes to keep it in that position — to win new
friends for Kenyon in the literary world.
To do this, Hika needs greater support from its
readers on the Hill. New writing talent abounds
at Kenyon this year — but new contributors be
come increasingly difficult to find. And it usuaUy
takes considerable persuading before we receive
manuscripts to read.
Since the first post-war issue appeared, Hika
has frequently been faced with the problem of
meeting a deadline with little material on hand.
Occasionally, publication dates were delayed as a
result.
Present plans call for four issues during the
forthcoming year. We hope they will be four of
the best issues a Hika staff has ever produced.
We'd like to read your manuscript—story, article,
or verse. If you'll mail it to Hika, Gambier, Ohio,
we shall be happy to consider it for forthcoming
issues.
Thank you,
THE HIKA STAFF
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John O. Enders II

Le Sentiment DuFer*
An audience will come to whom it will be given to see the elementary
machinery at work; who, as it were, from some slight hint of the straws
will feel the winds of March when they do not blow. To them will nothing
be trivial, seeing that they will have in their eyes the invisible conflict
going on around us, whose features a nod, a smile, a laugh of ours perpetually
changes. And they will perceive, moreover, that in real life all hangs together;
the train is laid in the lifting of an eyebrow, that bursts upon the field
of thousands. They will see the links as they pass, and wonder not, as
foolish people now do, that this great matter came out of that small one.
George Meredith

"Flowers," he said and repeated this word to
himself. Then, as if the behaviour of those
gathered in the cafe had routed any agreeable as
sociations evoked by the word, "flowers, he wrote
upon a small card previously bearing but the let
ters, "Phillip Khunrath."
There had been no excuse for Phillip to con
sider the word before her sudden departure over
an hour ago. The girl's feeling unwell was ridicu
lous. Were they not together at the concert?
Lavinia had never acted so pleasantly; an enter
taining afternoon, he thought; yet there was the
chance that she might have — but this was non
sense. Her method of handling their relationship
invariably proved disappointing; her exits so
poorly staged. The silly girl, unable to acknowl
edge the worthy attributes of her own mind,
merely confused them with devices employed to
elude their demands.
He decided that he would point up the out
landish quality of her conduct by taking the afternoons's events quite literally. Moreover, remem
bering how highly she esteemed the accuracy of his
intuitive cognizance of situations various in aspect,
he planned further, to consciously misunderstand
her inadequate "lines' of an hour previous, so
that her ill-begun performance, now in his hands,
might be concluded upon a note of success.
Phillip placed the memorandum in his waist
coat pocket. He relished in anticipation the ironic
effect certain to be created when she received his
gift. Delivering the flowers personally would be
like happening upon the girl without her clothes,
irretrievably naked, standing beside a thicket. No
OCTOBER
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matter how many natural garments flourished for
her protection, his eyes, here as before, would
travel through them in studied ignorance of the
fleshly image behind; despoiling her more obvious
graces and depositing a stern violence upon her
trivial position.
"Mr. Khunrath expecting . . . over there,
sir; seventh table on the far side; hidden behind
Madame with the . . . oh, yes, he has been wait
ing for some time . . . Miss Lavinia? . . No,
sir; with us an hour ago and then, well ... no,
the one genleman has remained alone . . . As
suredly sir, yes sir. ..."
Glancing across the clustered group of tables,
Phillip noticed Michael's tall figure, bent slightly
as he conversed with the head-waiter and slowly
divesting itself of what Phillip suddenly realized
had once been his own overcoat. He could not
avoid picturing Michael in the role of a refugee.
To him that young man was someone from a
dreary land who had adopted his cast-off clothes.
Indeed, Phillip felt himself, or rather that self
with which he consistently sought the greatest
amount of identification, voyaging beyond im
mediacy when in contact with Michael's alien
affrontals.
* From "Miscellaneous Studies' by Walter Pater.
The author writes in connection with Prosper Merimee's
appraisal of "that favorite century of the French
Renaissance": "In fact, the duel, and the whole morality
of the duel, which does but enforce a certain regularity
on assassination, what has been called le sentiment du
jer, had then the disposition of refined existence.

3

Now he was threading his way toward the
table and although Phillip recalled having men
tioned an indefinite hour of meeting, Michael's
arrivals — he smiled, so much like Lavinia's de
partures they were — must have been purpose
fully calculated to upset him.
Oh, but you shan't stir!" Phillip had arisen.
The young man's voice contained an almost tra
ditional grain of polite compulsion which, to
gether with the earnest spacing of those common
features, held some attraction for members of
the opposite sex and persons among his dubious
political staple who required constant "organiza
tion."
I'm late, I know. But our meetings. How
these people drag out their ineffectual perorations!
Words! The whole room distracted with private
manifestoes. ... I envy you your composure,
alarming as this place can be at six o'clock in the
afternoon."
The waiter brought a small glass. Phillip
raised his eyes and watched his companion's thick
fingers arranging themselves about the slender
stem.
Yes, you are." His reply, gauged to indicate
disapproval of Michael's flippancy and at the same
time the attitude he wished him to assume, fell
short of both these objects. "But about one's being
alarmed." The voice continued from a distance.
You know that Lavinia is unwell and that she
cannot be here tonight?"
This was overdoing it a little, Phillip thought.
The assumption, insulting, with its intimation that
Michael should be thoroughly informed of his
private matters, placed that young man's otherwise
trifling innocence in an odd light. Thus Phillip
started when his rhetorical query evinced a slow
nod of affirmation. He could only mumble. "Why
did you? Why did you actually? . . . Well
I. . . . "
"Cer-tainly I did." Michael leaned the full
weight of his advantage upon the first syllable. "I
thought . . ." he languidly continued, but, ob
serving the other's annoyance, discarded his fat
uous tone. "I thought that Lavina might like me to
stop for her. Not knowing that she was with you,
I supposed she would be coming here by herself.
And, as you are well aware, I was uptown any
way."
Phillip lacked the energy requisite for addi
tional pursuit of his distemper and he assumed
that without several drinks Michael was certain
to exploit a tribe of schoolboyish moralities in
evidence of his good will.
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Well, she can't be here," Phillip said, suc
cessfully avoiding Michael's impertinent gaze and
motioning him to finish his drink.
Both became silent, Phillip toying with his thin
watchchain. His other hand, pale, slept on the
checkered table-cloth. The fact of Michael's mere
physical presence, this invasion of integrity, also
appeared to bestow an obnoxious issue of ridicule
upon his considered reserve. To be trundled out of
thought for some worthier end perhaps than consortation with a young political journeyman would
have been more in line with—, yet Phillip had
asked him to come. But in retrospect, who really
had sought the company of whom? Michael was
positive that Phillip, in inviting him, both
required and expected only himself. Phillip pos
sessed a habit of awaiting that self, his own chosen
identity, as it was revealed through the partially
blurred reactions of his drinking associates. How
disturbing it is, Michael thought; this having one's
stage set so in advance and peopled; although by
accident, it appeared; much later. And the
characters, swept into their scenically dictated
roles, found occasion to betray uneasiness under
the rude glare of insistent spotlights. If Phillip
would speak, thereby assuring him of his personal
inviolability, then he might. . . .
"I've encountered difficulty. . . ." That other
voice immediately set' Michael at ease. He tilted
up the contents of the small glass. Phillip must be
talking about himself, he thought, almost audibly.
Talking about his work. And Michael listened.
It has been difficult; really no end of a bore;
this avoidance of ... of uninteresting charac
ters. They crop up you know, all through the
pages of this business I've recently tried to bring
out of the dark. The stations occupied by minor
personages tend to subvert the development of
• • • of — what would you say — of their
socio-intellectual betters. Well, of course you
know how disturbing this is."
Michael nodded. He was faintly amused at the
academic inflections inherent in his friend's tone.
Given a question of "policy", Phillip's speech,
gestures, his whole manner began to quiver as if
held by a firm didactic vice. Michael, himself, on
the evenings when Phillip's companions came to
gether in the cafe, vicariously experiencing the
effect of its grip, conversed with Lavinia, who,
seated by Phillip, gracefully prevented their dis
cussions from becoming overly abstruse.
Now Phillip's voice, unrelieved, drove on
against its self-appointed background.
You must be aware that the problem is comHIKA
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plex. Your acquaintances would label it the theory
of userpation. One or two individuals who, en
trusted with formal responsibility are neverthe
less ... are smothered by those whose func
tion should be but to record their sensory pro
gress."
Michael smiled. He thought of Lavinia. "Sen
sory progress, indeed! But Phillip was continu
ing. His motions preceded the words, visibly
constructing a manual framework which seconds
later received its verbal content.
"In handling these little persons; that is, dra
matically; one is constantly involved with their
social implications. The Greeks were never thus
embarrassed. The masses were used as an un
questioned stage device. However, the contempo
rary chorus, not speaking in dithyrambs, is far
sounder politically; a less passive agent. What can
one do with them? Everybody hates crowds. A
work which includes many people denies princi
ples of selection and forces the reader to queue up
behind innumerable paragraphs until his partic
ular hero or heroine appears. . . And yet, . .
and yet," he paused.
Michael, leaning forward, must have dropped
something. How could he be so clumsy and totally
without feeling, Phillip asked himself, much as if
the previous disturbances had not produced a
cumulative effect until this moment ?
"Oh, Phillip, excuse me, but. . . . His out
stretched hand held one of Phillip s cards.
"Yes, it probably slipped out of. . . •
"Phillip, you don't have the time by chance?"
His sudden interruption with its abrupt shift of
tone from the forgone remarks, served to imple
ment Phillip's confused impression both of his own
surroundings and the purposeful goal at which
that young man, through repeated hints, had in
dicated he might be expected to arrive. What
could he be about? This sort of thing was typical
of Lavinia. But she always returned, frightened,
from her correspondingly ineluctable lyric depar
tures to his practicle configurations. And Phillip
had the advantage of age over what he recognize
as a possible, albeit insignificant adversary for her
admiration. Michael was a child.
"Time—" Phillip queried, still thinking of
Lavinia. "Time shall be —." A boy sat beneath a
small trellis. "Time was—" Phillip's voice, revolv
ing about these abstract statements, suddenly
opened upon a quiet garden. Mock flowers there
were, blooming by its painted vines; and sitting
there a boy, wan complexioned; the stringed in
strument across his knee. A few notes and perhaps
OCTOBER
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the dimly phrased refrain came softly now; and
lifted. Falling and away the notes returned and
together bore the song, the voice in the singing and
the song faintly came ... one May morning . . .
one May morning betime ... I met a maid from
home had strayed just as. . . .
"Eight thirty-five," Phillip said. Michael nod
ded and glanced toward the door.
"These singers are fairly obnoxious," he said.
"I suppose every place feels it should have one but
... oh, they make me nervous. Pale people. And
what charlatans they are! Hardly a legitimate con
cern I think."
"Somehow I don't mind. It is quite possible
that you. ..."
#
Phillip's reply was cut short by his companion's
rising from the table.
"Why, look there!" he exclaimed. Phillip
glanced in the direction indicated. Lavinia was
making her way toward their table. She smiled at
Phillip and took the chair which he offered. A
tall girl, her auburn colored hair was gather
ed behind and held in place with a ribbon.
Michael often manifested difficulty in comprehend
ing her for she assumed an immediate rapport to
exist between herself and the most casual of acquaintances The word "unusual" had once occured to Michael. Phillip admitted a mild
boredom after the initial veils had been discarded.
Nevertheless, anyone meeting her for the first time
would have been impressed with the purity of her
features; their separate distinctiveness against the
oval symmetry of her face.
"I can see you haven't eaten yet," she said,
"it's horrible just living on talk all the time. Here
it is most nine and you. . .
"But surely," Michael interposed, "you know
I'm too poor for such an extravagance and Phillip
never eats anyway. Besides he seems altogether
haunted by a lot of people he isn't eager about
having around. They make him nervous and he
fidgets and drops things. Really, I think. . . ."
"Poor Phillip," she laughed, "you know, he
invents those gnomes and elves to annoy himself.
I've never seen them. Nor has anyone else. He
_____ that way this afternoon. All elves. And just
was
because we had poor seats and the people next
us were.. . 7 can't seem to disturb him enough."
Phillip feigned amused interest, his eyes rest
ing on the small hand beside his own. She had a
bit of nerve, he thought. It more than made up for
the afternoon's errors. In fact this evening, the
girl seated beside him brought back certain romantical fragments of their first meeting. The concert
5

had been dismal. But could she or anyone else
have divined his sensible demands at that partic
ular moment? And what childishness this was! He
asked for a great deal. How often had he awaited
a world unblemished. When it arrived, many
small details had been damaged or somehow for
gotten. There was the need to paste and patch it,
stand away and objectify one's interests—pruning
here, leaving unkempt there—; the need to scourge
its crazy axis from the punctured heart.
"Phillip, whatever is this?" Her hand touched
the card which Michael had dropped on the table
before him.
"Oh, nothing really. A note I jotted down to
remind myself of Martha. You remember. Had a
nasty turn."
"Why Phillip, you dear, I wish I had. . . ."
"Phillip," Michael interrupted, "tell us about
the little men. I'm more curious than I look. And
what better subject in place of food."
"Yes, tell us Phillip. Please do!"
He smiled at her unhesitant support of
Michael's request.
"... that not in Fancy's maze he wandered
long, but stooped to Truth, and moralized his
song." Phillip's cheeks reddened and he coughed
nervously as if his quotation, chosen unconsciously,
might have done him harm.
"The little people. . . ." What was he talk
ing about, he stopped to think? What were they
after, Michael and Lavinia, with their false solem
nity and concerned expressions? It was absurd.
I. . . , that is. . . , I have always thought," he
said, that the little people were sent to tease us by
one the calibre of whose omniscience we would
like to approach." He paused. "I . . . well, I
think that when this approach is attempted, your
smallish persons—thousands of them—gradually
retreat towards the middle and further distances,
becoming but the raw material from which the
creator chooses his metaphors. Of course they are
necessary. Why they are as essential as meter or
rythmn or . . . but only as a device to. . . ."
Lavinia was about to question him but Phillip
continued.
"Don't you understand," he said, "that the
conscious creator, having gained his distance by
the. . . , well, I imagine one could say, yes, the
processes of selection and evaluation, is then faced
with the task of effecting a dramatical synthesis
between the numerous—far too many, and they
might well haunt one—these numerous shades of
meaning logically and intuitively inimical to his
preconcieved system and. . . , and, let us say,
6

segments of that meaning which are necessary for
a substantial presentation of what we unwittingly
call "life ". And it is precisely. . . ."
The song, intense, and mounting towards a
point of fraility, parted the strands of his dis
course. As I went out one May morning . . . one
May morning betime ... 7 met a. . .
"And it is precisely the . . . and . . . what
shall I say ... the; this synthesis that not only
resolves . . . the dichotomy between motives,
philosophies within the artistic structure as a
whole ... a maid from home had strayed . . .
just as the sun did . . . but also provides the
entire work with . . . with a kind of organic mo
mentum." His hand sturck the table edge. "And
understand that it is precisely the extent to which
the absorption through resolution of the partenergies into the total momentum is effectively
carried out that determines the . . . the, I sup
pose what we call the significance of the 'mes
sage' of any original undertaking."
Lavinia and Michael both stirred in their
places. The latter, anxious to break the silence im
posed by Phillip s rhetoric, started to say some
thing. Lavinia spoke before he had a chance.
But Phillip," she said, "aren't you afraid that
all those things might explode? What a jumble!
And the little people would be as badly off as any
of the others. I think it's cruel. And besides. . . ."
Agreed:" Michael smiled at her, "and it seems
to me that at least politically, the methods used
by the autocrat are similar to those which you
identify with your creator. Remember that the
poignard-like attack, the sudden blow, are doublebladed instruments whose companion edges often
turn to plague the aggressor. And there is. . . ."
And rightly so," Phillip broke in, "If such a
one reveals his presence. But in real life, who
recognizes the hand that strikes him down ? I sub
mit that like Job, stalked by the very divinity he
sought for the most, our protestations are impotent
against a shadow which, however we may twist, is
eternally behind our shoulder. . . , making a bad
face."
Phillip, I, that is, we must go." Lavinia spoke
quietly. "Oh, Michael, you tell him, I. . . ."
"I think she means that this was really to be
my party but what with your taking her to the
concert I didn't get a chance at arranging things
very well. Lavinia and I are engaged and this was
to be. . . , well, a celebration of sorts and I... •"
"Phillip, you must wish us luck. I know how
you. ..." Her hand rested lightly on his arm.
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What could they be about? It was absurd. What
excuse had
prise of course. I thought
more

comes as a sur.

well, something

"No Phillip we really do have to rum You
Sd"S.-nat hirn, arose^from £
table, Michael accompanying her.
"Phillip, we shall see you presently, he said.
"Tomorrow or the next day we plan to have some
kind of formal celebration.'
"Of course." Phillip withdrew his hand. And
all the luck in the world," he said.
Phillip, had he himself not left several hours
after Lavinia's departure, would have been en-
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chanted with what now took place in the deserted
cafe.
A waiter, swaying slightly and with clouded
eyes, a silver tray in his hand, was moving around

"tef «

fable.ware.

^"Anospoon and
flr^unLthdrinksTgedier and then illone . . .
^ ^ ^ [s
? Three by himself and one
# Hee! But what is . . .? Ha! Flor—
b '^
eTS
0n a card! . . . Flowers? . . .
pi0Wers for a wedding? . . . Flowers for . . .
£or the death 0'those as I? . . . Ha!... Flowers
Flowers for the coming in and going out of
... Ha! ... I, me, Mr. . . . Flowers! . . .
Ha! . . . Hee! ... I ... ."
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Edwin Watkins

Horace Book I, Ode IV, Slightly Reconstructed
Now the sweet trick of the Spring wind has cracked the winter's edge;
Dry sails are spread to be old Aeol's lyre;
The ram clamors shut in his fold, the farmer quits his fire,
And the hoar frost has left the springing hedge.
Now the Ripe Lady leads the dancing under the swelling moon
Where Nymph has met with Grace in agile band
To urge the earth with a light beat; and red-hot Vulcan's fanned
The Cyclops fire for thunderbolts too soon.
Sprung is the myrtle to green now our frosty heads that shine
Oiled for the buds that stirring earth has borne;
Bring to the wood for the Great Fawn the kid, or lamb unshorn:
The God will feast! Hark! hear the God break wind.
Pasty old Death with the same kick storms at the humbler doors
And those that close on kings. You're blessed with life
That's a high hope, O Sestius, but short before the knife, t
Fabulous Shades, the night, and Pluto's moors.
Press silent down as the sure-flung net to gather your final breath:
Then dicing cups and the wine cup are one
With the old marvel of girls in bloom, for whom the sweating sun
Burns less than lads who will not learn from Death.

Si
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Dr. George F. Smythe

The Tiger Mystery
It was a brilliant morning in the month of
October, and Lord Henry de Regent was taking
a walk in one of the most secluded portions of his
vast domain. His brow was knit with deep lines
of thought, for he was that day to address the
House of Peers and he had not yet decided what
to talk about. No idea presented itself to his
mind, and time was ebbing fast.
"How can I think in the midst of this beastly
racket?" he exclaimed. He was walking beside a
pond deep set in the midst of a dense wood, and
a thousand bullfrogs from the thick-growing reeds
that fringed the shore were chanting their morn
ing vespers. (Frogs get things inverted that way).
He was about to hurl a stone into the midst of
them, when of a sudden his eye caught sight of a
human head sticking up out of the water, among
the reeds.
"That's jolly odd," said his lordship. "Some
thing not frequently seen, what ? He called aloud,
"Hello, you there! What are you doing in the
pond? Come out of there!"
The head did not respond, it did not move.
Its face was turned in the other direction, so that
his lordship could not tell whether the unfortunate
creature was alive or dead. And the head was all
that could be seen.
"Ha!" said the perplexed nobleman, "bally
rot, what?" Then turning to his butler who was
walking exactly thirty paces behind him, he said,
"Thomas, come here, Look over there among
the reeds. What do you see?" Thomas looked
without any change of expression, for indeed
expression was always a stranger to his features.
"Your lordship, if I might venture so to ob
serve, the object there protruding has the aspect
of what I should call a human head.
"You are jolly well correct," said Lord Henry.
"Go and call William, and have him bring some
long rakes and pitchforks and a rope, and we will
fish the bally thing out. There must be a body
with arms and legs down under the water, what?
OCTOBER
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"Those are the natural accompaniments of a
human head, my lord," said Thomas, "and, if I
may so observe, your lordship would doubtless be
justified, in the absence of any indications to the
contrary, in assuming that such is the case in this
present instance. But if your lordship will permit
me to venture a remark, your lordship is aware of
the law that forbids that a corpus delicti subito
invention be moved or touched until officers of the
law be present. Therefore your lordship's inten
tion regarding the use of rakes and other imple
ments in this instance, if I may venture so to say, is
not well considered; and its execution might lay
your lordship open to grave legal incommodity.
"You are jolly well right," said Lord Henry
de Regent. "Go and call the police."
Superintendent Buzcomb of the county police
force was a plain sort of man of no marked in
tellectual development, yet long experience had
taught him something, and an earnest desire to
perform his duty had made of him an excellent
everyday officer. He had responded at once to the
call of Thomas, and had spent several hours on
the edge of the pond, inspecting the head through
an opera-glass, and scrutinizing the ground of the
shore with a pocket microscope. From time to time
he drew a small notebook from his pocket and
wrote something therein. Let us look over his
broad shoulder and read such of his notes as are
upon the pages open to us.
"Found seven cigarette stubs here and there
along the ground, or floating in the water nearby.
Mem. To see what sort of tobacco they are
made of.
"Found handkerchief at water's edge, marked
with the letters H.O.I. Mem. To learn who has
those initials.
"Found richly jewelled dagger stuck in bark of
a tree at the margin of the pool. It bears the de
Regent arms set in diamonds. Mem. To find out
about it.
9

"Found on the damp ground many marks re
sembling the footprints of a large animal, not a
horse or cow. Mem. To find out what creature
made them.
"Have not attempted to reach the body, but
await the arrival of Inspector Bullet from Scotland
Yard."
Insepctor Bullet had now been engaged on this
case for three days and had arrived at definite
conclusions as to who the murderer was. It was
the Inspector's habits — as the invariable custom
of all Scotland Yard detectives is—to inaugurate,
and frequently punctuate, his inspections with
draughts of spirituous liquor. Thus fortified and
enlightened, he had in three days traced the mur
der right up to the mayor of Lenpole, the neigh
boring municipality and county town. The evi
dence against him was so clear as to leave no
doubt.
First, the seven cigarette stubs were of a kind
that nobody in England smoked except the mayor
of Lenpole. He was an old East Indian officer,
and imported these cigarettes directly from Ran
goon. They were strongly flavored with camphor
and arsenic.
Second, the dagger unquestionably belonged to
Lord de Regent; but the mayor had recently bor
rowed it of his lordship, under the pretext of
identifying some of the East Indian semi-precious
stones that were set in the handle.
Third, the mayor's name was Henry Oliver
Ingriss, and the initials on the handkerchief were
H. O. I.
Fourth, the strange footprints had caused
Inspector Bullet some trouble. He had at once
discovered that they were made by an animal that
had paws similar to those of a domestic cat, but
enormously larger. No animal with such paws had
existed in a wild state in Britain since the Paleozoic
period, thirty million years ago. At that period, as
Inspector Bullet took pains to ascertain from the
pocket cyclopedia which he always carried with
him, the region where now is the de Regent
domain was at the top of a lofty mountain, arid,
and incapable of recording footprints. The thought
of this aridity led the Inspector to swallow several
glasses of rare old Burgundy, by which he was
enable to pursue the following course of ratioci
nation:—
These marks were made by some modern
animal, not native to England. But there are in
England today many zoos and shows in which
strange animals are to be found in great variety.
A man of the wealth and position of Mayor
10

Ingriss could easily purchase or rent any animal
he wanted. His life in East India had surely made
him acquainted with many un-English beasts.
Now, what animal native to East India, has paws
resembling those of the domestic cat, but very
much larger? The Inspector turned to his cyclo
pedia and in a moment cried, "I have it! A tiger!"
It was clear that there had been a tiger along the
margin of the pool, leaving his footprints in the
damp earth. There could be no doubt about that.
But what was he doing there? What part did he
play in the infamous crime which the mayor had
committed? Had the mayor sicked him on to
the victim of his fell design, who had thereupon
fled into the water where no member of the
feline tribe would willingly follow ?
The Inspector set out a bottle of whiskey and a
siphon and prepared to do some deep thinking.
From time to time as he emptied one glass after
another, fragments of thought formed within
him. Now for the first time he observed what
neither he nor anyone else had remarked, that
there were no human footprints along that shore.
Yet if the mayor committed the crime — and un
doubtedly he did — he must have been there on
the damp shore, and wherever he stepped his
shoes must have left marks. But there were no
such marks; only those of the tiger. For a moment
it looked to Inspector Bullet, who had never yet
failed to solve any mystery presented to him, as if
he had met his Waterloo. But as he began on his
third bottle an idea presented itself to his mind.
He took a sheet of paper and drew a line down the
middle of it. On the one side he wrote: "Mayor
killed unfortunate being. Therefore mayor was
there. Mayor left no footprints." On the other
side of the line he wrote: Tiger was there, as
footprints show. But tiger did not kill u. b."
Suddenly the Inspector sprang up exclaiming, "I
have it! I have it! The crafty mayor rode on the
back of the tiger! That's it. And how fortunate it
is that they called me in on this case, for there is
not another man in England that would have
thought of that!"
The case against Mayor Ingliss was so com
plete that his old family solicitor advised him to
plead guilty and throw himself on the mercy of the
court. But the mayor would not accept this advice.
He maintained that he was innocent. Unfortu
nately he had no alibi, and the neighbors had a
queer story about that night. Nobody lived in the
house with the mayor. His wife had left him be
cause of those cigarettes which he smoked inHIKA
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cessantly, and for the same reason nobody else
wou Id go there. So he could produce nobody to
swear that he had been in bed all that night. And
there were several of his neighbors who heard his
back gate squeak in the night, and his finger
prints had been found on it, so that it seemed cer
tain that he had been away from his house just
at the time that the crime must have been com
mitted. Still he denied that he was guilty. Other
lawyers refused to touch the case since it was
hopeless, until a young solicitor who had just
passed his bar examination came and offered his
services.
"It seems to me," said this young solicitor,
"that there are holes in the evidence. In the first
place, there is no corpus delicti, and we ought to
be able to sue out a habeas corpus or something
on that. See Magna Charta, Art. xviii, sec. 13True, Lord de Regent, and his butler, and officer
Buzcomb, say they saw a head. But a head is a
caput, not a corpus; and even the caput sank the
next day, before anybody got a good look at it, and
nobody has seen it since. No coroner has sat on it.
It may have been just a football, or a pumpkin.
The latter suggestion would account for the yellow
hair which Buzcomb thought he saw. Now there
has got to be a corpus delicti, or else there is no
delictum, and you will go free."
"I should certainly like to," said the mayor;
"but how about the cigarette stubs, and the hand
kerchief, and the dagger?"
"Those don't come in until the corpus delicti
has been established," said the young lawyer. I
will get you off all right. That is to say, you will
be acquitted of the charge. And yet, is that
enough ?"
"It is certainly something," said the mayor.
"Yes, to be sure, something; but is it enough?
Your fair name has been tarnished: don t you
want it brightened up again and made to shine?
"Well," said the mayor, "yes, I suppose that
would be a good thing."
"To do that," said the young lawyer, "we must
clear away all this cigarette, handkerchief, dagger
and tiger business. We must find out who has
been putting those thing over on you. Who stole
your cigarettes, handkerchief, etc., and put them
there? Did you ever think of that?
"I don't know as I ever did,' said the mayor.
"And who got a tiger and paraded it up and
down that shore? That also must be discovered it
your good name is to be restored. And I know w o
can do it. You have heard of Dr. Zinck, have you
not?"
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"Dr. Zinck," said the mayor, "Dr. Zinck who
discovered the murderer in the Stackwell case by
just using a little acetate of iodine, when all the
great detectives of England and France had failed ?
Dr. Zinck, who saved the life of the defendant in
the Hopkinson case by finding a single hair hang
ing from the eaves of a house in the next town?
Is it him?"
"Him," said the lawyer, "and I am going to
have him right here to go through all this business.
I may be wrong, but it does not seem to me that
there has ever been a proper investigation.
Dr. Zinck was a small man of very insignificant
appearance, except that a pair of tiny, black eyes
kept snapping like an electric torch. He came and
spent a day going over the matter. "Now," said
he, "I have examined those cigarettes that the
mayor has, and those that were found on the shore.
To anyone but myself they would have seemed
identical. But upon boiling them and separating
out the camphor crystals, I found a great difference
between the two. The camphor in your cigarettes
is the Cinnamomum Camphora; that in the ciga
rettes on the shore is the Dryobalanops aromatica.
Different trees altogether. That shows that the
cigarettes on the shore did not come from the
mayor's house. The handkerchief mystery is al
most too absurd for me to speak of. H. O. I. are in
deed the initials of Henry Oliver Ingriss; but turn
the thing upside down and we have I. O. H. Please
don't tell anybody that I discovered that. It is too
obvious for a brain like mine.
"As to the dagger, here my bathyschizic probe
has achieved another great triumph. The dagger
belongs to Lord de Regent, and he lent it to Mayor
Ingriss. We should expect to find their prints
find also the prints of the
upon it and we do. We
•
policemen who handled the weapon. To anyone
but myself all these three sets would be a mere
blur, each obscuring the rest. But by the use of my
bathyschizic probe I am able to split the super
imposed layers of marks apart, and see each dis
tinctly, in its proper order above or below. This
method has enabled me to find a distinct layer of
fingerprints, which is between those of the mayor
and those of the policemen. Somebody handled
the dagger later than the mayor and before the
police got it. This vindicates the mayor's state
ment that somebody stole the dagger from him.
This person it was who took the dagger to the
pond. Here on this card are his fingerprints.
"The tiger is a problem worthy of any man's
11

efforts. That tiger was seven years old. I spent
four years in India studying the hair of tigers.
Nobody but myself knows that in every year of a
tiger's life a distinct ring forms on every separate
hair of the animal. By counting the rings you
ascertain the creature's age. He was a wild tiger
too, for the points of his claws left very sharp
marks; whereas had he been confined in any zoo
or show the claws would have been blunted on
the hard floors. He was blind on his left side, for
his footprints are close up to the trees on that side,
and he must have bumped into them. I must in
honesty add that I have been unable to find any
hairs on the bark where he bumped; and that
would be strange did we not know—that is to say,
I know— that when a tiger is angry, as he always
is, his hair will not come out. He was also bobtailed, for there are no traces of the tail in the
mud.
Now, my friends, find a tiger such as I have
described, and you will have no difficulty in finding
the murderer. This murderer will be a smoker of
cigarettes which, except to a brain like mine, are
identical with those that Mayor Ingliss smokes.
You have his fingerprints. His initials are I. O. H.
Any detective with the least mite of intelligence
ought to be able to pick that man up."
It was easy to find the man with the initials.
The Reverend Isaac Orwell Hunter was curate of
St. Michael s Parish. He acknowledged that the
hankerchief was his, but how it got down by the
pond he could not imagine. He was able to prove
that he had no tiger, and that he never smoked
anything but a pipe. The fingerprints on the card
were not his. As a slight recompense for the
annoyance caused him, Lord de Regent presented
him to a living, worth two thousand pounds a year.
Nobody had a tiger. Nobody but the mayor
smoked those Indian cigarettes. Nobody had such
fingers as the card exhibited. Things seemed to
have got into an impasse. The cloud had been
lifted from the mayor's fair name, but it still hung
its fuliginous shroud over the community as a
whole. People were leaving the town, and no one
came in to take their places. The place was being
depopulated. Business was at a standstill.
On the outskirts of Lenpole, in a large house
set far back from the road, lived Manson Hettrick,
a maker of distinctive curios. He had been a great
traveller in his day. On the ninth of October in
the year following the tragedy with which our
history is concerned, there appeared in the local
12

paper a letter signed with his name. It read as
follows:
"To my fellow citizens: It is evident that our
fair city is in a bad way, and if things go on in this
manner much longer the place will be deserted.
I am told that this is due to the ill reputation which
we have acquired because of the occurrences at
Lord de Regent's pond a year ago. A great crime
is believed to have been committed there, and no
body has been punished. The criminal is sup
posed to be still at large, and may any day expend
his wicked ingenuity upon other citizens.
In the face of this situation I feel myself
obliged to reveal what I had meant always to keep
secret, and to take upon myself such blame as may
justly be due me.
Six years ago I came back from extensive
travels in India. I brought with me innumerable
articles, among them a box of peculiar Indian
cigarettes which I had purchased, but was unable
to smoke. A little more than a year ago I learned
that our honored mayor smokes that brand of
cigarettes. I felt that something ought to be done
to a man who will indulge such a vile and incom
prehensible a taste. Dwelling upon this matter, I
conceived a merry joke upon him. I worked over
the details of it until I got them into a shape that
pleased me, and I then set about carrying my wellmeant pleasantry into execution.
At the cost of considerable labor I assembled
the necessary properties for my little drama. I
procured an old plaster bust of Archimedes, and
painted it with a dark complexion and golden hair.
I stole one of the curate's handkerchiefs from the
clothesline. I got out my box of Indian cigarettes.
I went at night down to the pond, waded in, and
stuck Archimedes in there, only his head showing
among the reeds, about fifteen feet from the shore.
I scattered a number of partly burned cigarettes
around on the ground, and also dropped the
curate s handkerchief. I had abstracted the dagger
from the mayor's pocket a few days before as I
sat next to him at a cinema, and now I stuck it into
the tree. But how did I keep from making tracks
in the soft damp soil? Ah! that was my master
piece. I did make tracks—plenty of them; but they
were the tracks of a tiger's feet. I had brought
from India a fine rug made of the whole skin of a
tiger, head, paws, and all. This I sacrificed. I cut
off the hind paws and nailed them to the soles
of my shoes, so that when I walked I made tiger
tracks. Had any of those wonderful detectives
noticed that the tiger walked on only two feet, it
might have set him thinking to some purpose."
HIKA
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A Note On John Little — Abstractionist
Almost one year ago (November 13, 1946)
high on the magnificent cliff which overlooks the
Golden Gate, the California Palace of the Legion
of Honor at San Francisco opened an exhibition
that honored the work which represented twentyfive quiet years of hard painting and thinking by
an American artist named John Little.
It was his first great show, his birth in the eyes
of the critics and the public. But to Little it was
a milestone, finally erected on a very lonely and
long road.
John Little was born on a farm in Alabama,
without any advantages of encouragement from
his family or nearby schools for the talent he felt
he had. However, at the age of about fourteen he
decided that he wanted to paint and draw more
than any other thing. He at once left high school
and went north to enter an Art Institute at
Buffalo, New York. This began his formal train
ing which he continued in both Paris and New
York. His most valuable teacher was the famous
Hans Hofmann, with whom he studied for many
years. Fabric designing became his profession to
support him as he did his most serious work.
Knowing from the beginning, the usual in
difference of society toward art, especially abstract
art, he continued painting with no attempt to
throw his work before the public s face. After
seeing one of his paintings, an underwater marine,
The Palace of the Legion of Honor invited him to
hang his first one-man show on their famous walls.
Now the Whitney Gallery and the Museum of
Modern Art are considering some of his work for
their permanent collections.
Hika presents two paintings by Little, one
from a black and white original and the other
from a watercolor. We feel he merits acclaim
and consideration for his vibrant and imaginati\c
work.
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Cameron Macauley

This Thing Called Abstract Painting
If a modern Mozart finished writing a great
new masterpiece of music and a large orchestra
played it before an audience of thousands who had
stuffed their ears with cotton, would be likely
to ask those listeners their estimation of the music?
It is my notion that a great many acute people
inadvertently blind themselves to modern art,
particularly abstract painting, in much the same
manner that this foolish audience would have de
prived itself of a profound enjoyment. The re
sult of their myopia is often a blast of vituperation
against modern art. This abuse seems to show a
live interest, and if they are really interested, I
believe there is hope.
What, then, is this myotic which despite this
intense interest greys the vibrant colors of modern
paintings that have gained full importance in the
cultural life of two continents in only fifty years?
Even though each person's antipathy is individual,
conversations with many of them make me feel
that their difficulties are fostered by the same basic
reasons—or rather misconceptions.
One of the first things which a confused, but
sensitive person might demand, would be a thesis
or some clear definitions. Unfortunately, for our
immediate purpose, this aesthetic subject will not
break down so easily into pat definitions, A, B, and
C. I have heard painters talk as though nearly
everything in art had been defined, but they had
become well equipped with the basic ideas and
feelings of their art. Their assurance is the result
of ten, fifteen, or twenty years of very hard think
ing and working. We can only begin trying to cure
our blindness, slowly.
T he reason I do not define abstract art is that
I feel I cannot. Never have our best aestheticians
approached a clear theory of what beauty is. And
the giants of modern art can't tell you what that
subject — the one they live and breathe — defi
nitely is. When you ask them direct questions
they will answer you partly with words and the
rest by demonstration: drawing, painting, or
showing you their finished canvases. I think this
is because human feelings are involved, and all
feeling cannot be put into precise definitions.
This personal experience which we call "feel
ing' seems to me both conscious and sub-conscious.
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Also, with different people the capacities for feel
ing or sensing may differ. Even our various sense
organs through their usual habits seem to make
some kind of sensing design easier than other
kinds. Music, through our ears, is easily enjoyed
and understood, perhaps because our ears enjoy
long periods of silence and rest. Sensing emotional
ly through our eyes is more difficult, perhaps be
cause our whole waking day we are looking and
seeing without pause. Somehow this gives us a resistence to overcome when we feel and enjoy things
through the sense of sight; looking at paintings
seems to take more effort than listening to pleasant
music.
It may be valuable to realize how important
you are to the success of art. Many people seem to
think that the artist creates the painting and that's
the end of the feeling that goes into it. But that's
only half the story. Your feelings have to go out
to the painting, too. The composer would be a
curious figure if he wrote music in a musicianless
world; or if a musician played his work to empty
concert halls. In the same way (if he wants to be
understood) the painter must demand sensing and
understanding in the onlooker. Aesthetic feeling
is not confined to artists; you have it too.
ford Madox Ford, a literary man who under
stood and greatly enjoyed the other arts, was of
the opinion that people had no trouble distinguish
ing between different kinds of writing: they know
that this is humor, the other drama; that this is
advertising copy and that an essay. We see a
jingle on a soap ad and we don't look for the
poet's name. We hear a dirty limerick and we
know that Milton didn't write it (though fidward
Lear might have.) But Ford thought when many
of us look at art-work we don't know the differ
ence between its specialized kinds, and he felt the
divisions were as sharp. Commerical aft and
illustrations are hung on walls when they should
be buck in their magazines and books.
T here is a lot of cooked up" painting (to use
a French expression) which is passed off in nation
al ads, popular magazine covers and even in some
leading galleries as supposedly good art. Modern
art and abstract painting also have their "hams."
HIKA
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It's a real enjoyment to judge work as to its
importance, and be certain of your good taste.
But truly careful discrimination comes after you
are familiar with the things you judge. When you
first heard a symphony you weren't sure you really
liked it or not.
There is only one way that a person will be
come familiar with abstract art and come to enjoy
it. The method demands patience and sympathy.
Both are a lot to ask and this is where your amount
of real interest will decide if you want to broaden
your knowledge and enjoyment that much. Many
people in America will choose to drop out here.
I cannot understand this when I see the vital and
natural interest that the simple Quiche Indians of
Guatemala show in abstract design and highly
imaginative art work. They are tolerant of new
ideas and love to use their imagination.
To become really familiar with modern art,
you would be wise to look into art that is not
modern. If you spend some (first dull, but in
creasingly more fascinating) hours among ancient
and primitive art, interesting surprises and a deep
er insight will reward you. You will find the
Cretan artists of 3000 years ago were abstrac
tionists and the early Egyptians, realists. You will
consider the traces of ancient and primitive art that
are apparent in the art of today, for the modern
ists are deeply influenced by art's entire history.
After looking at a lot of paintings and draw
ings, you will begin to see clearly that there seems
to be two different aims in art: one is to copy some
part of the world in as exact a manner as possible
(called representation, documentation, or realism)
and the other is to create something unseen before,
an expressive composition put together by the
synthesis of the artist's experience, imagination,
and sensibility. Abstract art is a result of the last
aim; is more difficult, more intellectual and, I
think, more rewarding.
If you decide that you must know why the
modern-day giants of art paint as they do, you
will enjoy looking into the development of
Western Art from the days of the Byzantines in
Italy, down to the present day. Cezanne, Picasso,
and Dufy are not wild upstarts throwing paint
upon canvas with their backs turned to the history
of Western Art: actually they are arrivals in its
progression.
You will see that from the beginning of the
development in the 13th century, problems were
solved and lessons learned, until a very great
mastery of representational art was achieved.
Renaissance Italy solved the problems of perspecOCTOBER
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tive and began to use color as an internal part of
picture structure. Flemish and Dutch artists pop
ularized oil painting. Velasquez perfected accurate
registration of tones. The French Impressionists
captured the evasive qualities of shimmering light
upon daylight landscapes or lamplit ballet dancers.
As the latter group was giving its contribution,
the camera entered the scene. Photography, espe
cially color photography, took the place of exact
representation; there was no longer a need for
copying in art. The artist was emancipated from
his duty as a documentator and graphic-historian.
Furthermore, the six centuries of Western Art
had fully mastered everything about representa
tional art. There was nothing more to be solved
or achieved. Photography continued the lasting
need of recording visually. But during this transi
tion great artists continued to come forth and were
faced with the difficult choice between imitating
what had been done before—as well, perhaps,
but no better—or launching art into a fresh di
rection away from the formula which had become
sterile.
Cezanne and the modernists chose the latter,
and devoted their work to pure aesthetics, which
after all is the real "meaning of art." Form and
color, their inter-relations; rhythms and illusions
were finally realized to be of primary importance:
the real stuff of which all good art had been made
— but which had been subordinated by the effort
spent on the exactness of copying. Here entered
Abstract Art; products of pure form and color, not
to be automatically associated with some object of
the real world, but to be understood in itself, as
music is understood.
Lazy, dull persons will stop where actual
experience ends and consider nothing more to
exist. They will stomp their feet and tell the
artist, who knows very well what he is trying to do,
that modern art means nothing and it cannot be
understood. What they are really trying to say is
that this adventurous type of art demands a more
profound understanding (as everything in this
increasingly complex world does) and they are not
willing to take the time or effort to learn to under
stand it. They sit beneath their copy of "The
Doctor" and shrink from new experience and a
broader horizon. To insist on this dwelling with
the scientifically known, the tangible and obvious,
is to be blind to more subtle values and experience.
This kind of complete objectivity demands
that you look at a lot of seemingly wild and
mixed-up color and lines which appear to have
been put on canvas in the most careless manner. It
17

means that you must lay yourself open to a warm
and intimate feeling which (as John Little says)
"will rise through the soles of the feet and finally
touch the heart." First comes bewilderment, then
inklings, and finally the full understanding that
will make those complaints you put aside seem
like bad baggage.
You will grow to enjoy the adventure of un
derstanding this new kind of world which Ce
zanne, Gauguin, and Van Gogh started fifty years
ago. When you go to New York, 57th St. is good
for a day's wandering in intimate little galleries
full of modern work. I've never spent a day look
ing about without meeting someone eager to ex
change ideas and talk about this wonderful subject
of art! If you want to smell the paint and see the
labor, go to an Art Institute or School in nearly
any city and ask to visit a class. They are usually
hidden in the basement next to the boiler room,
but to find them is easy. Getting to know artists
is great fun and opens one's eyes a lot. Don't miss
New York's Museum of Modern Art a few blocks
down from 57th Street (of the galleries) on 53rd.

X
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A 5th Avenue bus will take you out to the Metro
politan which borders Central Park on 5th
Avenue. Ohio shows no backwardness in its art
museums: Toledo, Cleveland, and Cincinnati
have fine collections which include many mod
erns. Be sure to see them.
When you judge canvases of Symbolists or
Surrealists, paintings which are semi-abstract or
fantastic, remember that the artist is always limit
ed. He is first limited by his flat one dimention
surface on which he must lay his effect. Remem
ber, too, that the four edges are bounds and limit
him more. He must carefully select and compose;
the flat surface receives his work and becomes a
singular entity within itself — apart from the
world and depending upon nothing but itself and
your understanding.
Consider some of these things I've brought
forth, but find out lots more for yourself. Notice
how some painting neglects important attributes
and others use them all. Pick up the challenge of
this strange world of color and line and enjoy
yourself!
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Edgar F. McGuire

The Deceived
She had known as soon as she had been
married that she would end it calling it mental
cruelty. On their wedding night, he had been
impatient and had hurt her, and none of his
further affection had erased the fear he had created
in her that night. Then too there had been the
time in the bathroom when he had slipped and
fallen that he had cried an obscenity which, al
though she knew what it meant, she never
remembered having heard before. There had been
the nights he had insisted on sleeping naked, had
refused to allow her to turn out the bedroom
lights before she undressed, had sat in the bath
room while she bathed and instead of leaving
when she asked him to, had tried to get into the
tub with her. She had loved him while in church,
at the theater, teas, cocktail parties, dinner parties
and dances, but after a year of alternate disgust
and fear, she left for Las Vegas.
As he sat in his law offices, he thought of his
leaving Harvard Law School to make money in the
divorce mill fifteen years ago. He had planned
after a couple of years of this to go into corporate
law. He had come to Las Vegas and had found
clients. Many of them. All were women. He
thought back over a number of them, thought of
the income they had afforded him and thought of
his fifteen years of continuous entertainment.
They had all been the same. He knew that. None
had wanted a divorce, all would have preferred
to have lived happily married and have children,
all had thought themselves abused and misunder
stood, and all had thought that divorce was the
only solution. After they had arrived in Las Vegas
they drank too much, gambled too much, wanted
to seize and hold on to anything which appeared
in any way secure. They had never realized the1^
very vulnerable position. In this way they ha
tried to forget their pending independence and its
responsibilities which they wished to avoid.
And he guessed he had taken proper advantage
of them. His fees had been high, but women, e
found, don't question their lawyer s fees. And e
had been expensive to keep, but women he also
found don't question the cost of love. And he had
had fifteen years of it and as he sat in his office he
OCTOBER
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wondered. After his youthful attractiveness had
failed, would the mature cosmopolitan appeal do
just as well? He felt that though the life were
admirable for a young man who had something
genuine to offer, an old man who offered nothing
but sham was a fraud. Then he thought that being
forty was approaching the fraud line and then
decided that this fortieth year would be a good
one in which to start practicing corporation law.
Whom he married to secure his future was no
problem. Marriage, he thought, like seduction,
can always be successful if the right methods are
applied. His experience would make for a pleas
ant life with any woman.
When she arrived in Las Vegas, she took an
apartment at the Sal Sagev. She telephoned a
lawyer whose name she found in the phone book,
explained the circumstances to him on the phone,
but refused to see him. After three conversations,
by phone, he insisted that the proper preparation
of her case necessitated a personal interview. She
had not left her apartment since arriving and told
him that he might meet her there at four that
afternoon. Then she ordered some flowers for the
living room and dressed in a green velvet teagown
with a high neck and long sleeves.
As he left her apartment she declined his in
vitation to dinner, said he was thoughtful to have
suggested it.
During the week that followed, she found her
self hoping that he would call again. Even more
than her husband had, he fit, she thought, the
image which she loved. And, she reasoned, with
her husband she had not looked for the coarseness
which she had found. Now she was looking for it
and found no trace of it.
After he did call again, they went to El Rancho
for cocktails and then to the Last Frontier
for dinner. When he returned to the hotel with
her, she thanked him very much and said that it
had been a most refreshing evening. After that
they frequently went to these places and later
stayed and danced. Sometimes they would go to
the Blue Room in the afternoon and have a
cocktail and dance.
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At no place in Las Vegas did she like what
she saw. Although in Vegas for the same reason
as she, other people were different. They were
hard and cynical. They drank to forget and lived
with abandon, for in getting their divorces most of
them were realizing a defeat of their previous
values. Having no others, they lived by none.
They spent money lavishly because money meant
nothing to them and they gained confidence in the
support that they received from the men whom
they found there. She felt that on the other hand
she was receiving her divorce realizing con
fidence in her values and revealed that confidence
in her reserve. It was her lawyer who pointed these
things out to her and she understood why he too
could not like these other people.
As their acquaintanceship lengthened, he
spent short evenings with her in her apartment
talking of books and plays. He told her of what it
had meant to him to live in Los Angeles, told her
of 'Prince Igor and Swan Lake and other ballets
he'd seen and of what they meant, talked of the
Opera and the Symphony, and of how he liked
the Music Hall on Pershing Square better than the
the Bowl because of its poise and reserve. He talk
ed of the Immortal Tschaikowsky and the other
Russians and of the great philosophy and music of
Richard Wagner and the quiet mournfulness of
Debussy. They talked of Symbolism in Poetry,
Imagery in Writing and Line in Art. And they
listened to the Operas broadcast on Saturday
afternoons and to the Concerts on Sundays.
Once when a long case had required him to
work two days and the night between without
sleep, he came to her apartment very tired on the
afternoon of the second day. She ordered him a
highball from the bar to help him overcome his
fatigue and though surprised when he fell asleep
on the chesterfield, she covered him with a blanket
and he stayed there all night. The next morning
when she awoke, she found that he had prepared
breakfast. She returned to her room and dressed
and they had breakfast together.
When the weather became somewhat warmer,
they started horsebackriding. They spent after
noons riding over the desert, up the beds of driedup streams, across the mesas and through ruins of
small, deserted Indian and mining villages. Once
they went up the long trail on the side of
Mt. Charleston and another time rode along the
rim of Death Valley. Twice they rode all after
noon and cooked their supper when they found
a place and then rode back to the ranch in the
evening and went back to town at night.
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One day he asked her if she would like to stay
and sleep on the mesa that night, and she agreed
to it, saying that in that way they could see the
sun come up over the desert in the morning. When
they stopped for the night, he put her blankets
on the ground for her and then placed his own
about thirty feet away. He scattered the fire and
they said goodnight and she kissed him lightly
on the cheek before turning to her own blanket.
They rose in the morning and watched the sun rise
and watched the horizon move down the purple
Charleston and she talked of how much she liked
Grofe and how she thought that he had caught the
true spirit of the desert.
When he asked her to marry him, she had been
divorced only two days. She felt that she didn't
want to marry again. She thought she loved him,
she told him, but not in a way that would make a
satisfactory life for him. Regardless of what she
wanted from married life it was not what a man
wanted or needed. She said that she had had such
a severe disappointment in her former marriage
that she knew it would be difficult for him. She
said that if he wanted to, they would pretend that
they were married, but that she wished to retain
the privacy of her apartment. She wanted it so that
when he wanted to see her, he would have to call
her, and she wanted to sleep alone. She said that
she had regained the quietness and detachment
which had been lost to her during her former
marriage. Later she told him that if they were
married, they would have to sleep apart and that
they would not have any children for a very
long time. But she loved him tenderly and if he
insisted she marry him or leave him completely,
she would take a chance and would do her best.
He told her that he loved her dearly and that
he would never give cause for her to distrust him.
He told her of his plans for going into corporation
law and how by marrying him she would give him
something for which to work. He said that their
life together would not be spoiled by animal pas
sions and that their love would live without the
grossness and the coarseness of the physical. And
they were married.
He wanted to spend their first night on the
mesa, but she insisted that this could not be so,
but that they would go there together on the
second night. They stayed in her apartment the
first evening. At ten o'clock she kissed him on the
cheek and went to her room and he left for his
own apartment. The next afternoon they started
out on horseback from the ranch and rode to the
mesa where they had spent the night once before.
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They cooked supper there again and he again
placed the blankets separately before the fire, and
they sat there on the desert talking of their plans
for their life together. As the sun dropped behind
the desert rim, he got up and went to his pack and
brought back a pint bottle of brandy and said that
he thought it would help them keep warm. She
said that the fire would do well enough and that
she thought that they shouldn't befoul their wed
ding night by drinking that way. Though she
would take none of it, the bottle was soon half
empty. Then she said that she was getting cold
and that she was going to take her blankets and
roll herself up in them. But he said that that was
not the way and he spread them on the ground
again, this time together and drunkenly called for
her to join him there. She shook her head, her
eyes showing fear, but he picked her up and put
her on the blanket. When she tried to rise, he
tried to quiet her with his kisses. When he tried
to open her shirt, she fought him off. She clawed
at his face and pulled his hair, tore his shirt and
kicked at him when he tried to pull off her boots.
When he had undressed her, she started away
from him. But he pulled her down, threw him
self on top of her and had his way with her as she
lay on the ground, shaking convulsively, crying and
biting and moaning. Then she lost consciousness.
The next morning she would not speak. She
rose, her face very white and her hand and legs
trembling so that it was difficult for her to walk or

to ride her horse. And they rode back to the ranch
and then drove to town.
She remembered how when she was very young
the little rabbits had gotten out of the pen behind
the garage and had eaten the berries and leaves
from the vine of Nightshade that grew up the
corner of it. She didn't remember the terrible con
vulsions with which they had died, how they had
jumped up and over and had thrown themselves
sometimes four feet into the air and then had lain
still, quivering spasmodically until they were dead.
She didn't remember them, because she had never
seen them. She had found them dead but had
never seen them die.
It was strange that she should have gone to
her childhood and found the Nightshade when
she might easily have taken something that she
knew more about, something more easily prepared,
something more sure and more certain. Had she,
she might never have torn her dress and underthings from her body, nor torn her hair, and then
without control battered her body against the
furniture and cut a long gash in her left breast
and her buttock and another on the inside of her
right thigh. She would have lain in bed and quietly
passed away. But she didn't and when they found
her, her figure distorted and bits of torn hair in
her hands, she was stiff and cold, appeared more
like an animal than a woman, with blood, dirt
and vomit smeared together on her skin.
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Monty Middleton

Extracts from the First Act of a Play
The scene is set in a country-inn, towards the
latter part of the 18th Century.
Shepherd: Fill me another ere I go. Rather I'd
lose my warmth to your ale than be robb'd
of it by the winds.
Landlord: (Filling mug.) It must be cold on the
moors, these nights.
Shepherd: Ay, that it is.
Rustic: They sheep a' be a' gett'n lost if 'ee tarry
much longer, Tom.
Shepherd: — Then they'll all be lost together; and
I'd as soon find them one place as another.
Landlord: (Nodding at poacher.) If Joe were
abroad tonight you mightn't find them all.
Eh, Joe?
Poacher: Whether I'm here or there, they are as
safe from me as the barrels in your cellar.
Shepherd: (Wiping mouth on sleeve.) I'm the
happier for seeing you here, for all that.
(Rustic laughs gleefully.)
Poacher: (Indignantly.) I never poach without
first I climb a wall, or tear my threadbare
cloak on a thorny hedge.
Landlord: Ho! You have a creed then, Joe?
Poacher: Creed? Creed, did you say? Pah! Creeds
are the playthings of hypocrites. . . . But
these are sorry times, indeed, when the only
land without enclosure would not sustain an
earwig, and those who work the land are
bent so low that their sweat bee-lines the soil
rather than trickle their cheeks.
Landlord: Your tongue is English, but your
thoughts are French.
Poacher: Are there no English hearts to ache for
freedom? Only the French can strive for
equity ? Are there no Bastilles here that can
be stormed?
Shepherd: —And will you storm them, if there
are? No! You do but voice the sentiments of
nobler men, and offer fine excuse for doubt
ful deed.
Poacher: (Shrugging shoulders.) You may be
right. I trace not my thoughts to their
source, questioning which one is father to
the other. But this I know: if God had
meant to parcel-out those plots, then would
the barriers be already there.
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Rustic: The Good Book says, "Thou shalt not
steal" —least, so 'em says.
Poacher: — And he who says, "This land is mine;
not ours," and makes a law to sanctify that
right, he steals my birthright. I shall take
from him such as I will. . . .
Shepherd: We have been jesting, Joe, and at your
cost. There is a deal of wisdom in your
words, —wild though they seem to lawabiding folk.
Poacher: (Grumbling.) Some men there be who'd
sweep the stars from heav'n, gather the glitt'ring harvest into barns, and sell us silver
worlds to bedeck our roof-tops for as many
crowns as we'd give them.
Shepherd: 'Tis true; they'd sell us the air we
breathe could they but catch it.
Landlord: Ah, but your eyes are jaundiced with
envy. Your corfiplaints are against the
wealthy, but your estate is the cause of your
woe. Were the keys of a manor thrown in
your lap, I doubt if you'd muster the
strength to throw them back. . . .
Traveller: Landlord, saddle a horse, —one that
will chase the moon to London Town and
think naught on't. And fill me a flagon, —
half the Dover Road has petrified my throat.
See to it.
Landlord: If I might make so bold, I pray you
sir, tarry the night; for while I question not
the urgency of your business, this I know,
'twould be ill-served by venturing this late
hour upon the open road. ... I have a
dappled grey, would beat a frosty music to
your thoughts, and that you'd pay me well,
I doubt not. But I must warn you, sir; your
purse may be lightened by other than your
generosity when once you strike the high
way; or, God forbid, you may be robb'd
e'en fo your life! . . . This little hamlet is
girdled about with moorlands where abides
a robber, — as wild, and lawless as land he
lurks in. I marvel that you came this far
unharmed. . . .
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Traveller: — A highwayman? — A highwayman,
say you ?
Landlord: Yes, sir; you heard aright: a man who'd
laugh, and laughing, slit your throat, — a
man who (I've heard it told) would jest
with you, and jesting, call for your gold.
Shepherd: —Or scatter your brains about your
horse's buttocks. A week ago, I found such

a one on the moors. 'Twas a nasty sight, to
be sure! There's many a French nobleman
has crossed from Calais of late with law
lessness barking at his heels and a family
fortune slung between his knees, only to be
beggared on the Dover Road. (Shakes head
thoughtfully.) Ay, 'twere a ghastly sight,
to be sure!

Talbot P. Lewis

Waves
Waves come out of the night quickening,
Swelling with Irish moss and the night s abstractions,
Washing up high in tight sand—
A pirate's plunder full of death,
Done with the Pirate.
Great waves fit their crests to the stars hiding
From sails wing and wing before the crowding
Cutlass wind, headlong to shoal, bedding
The split ram with foam, unraveling ends of rigging
And taking to the shore what it won.
Waves come out of the morning fog to sand
Pushed up in piles, to fringed green land
Taken with vanity in the calm band
Of tea water, out from the creeks, out of land
Of pressed leaves long full of death.
Spring waves in the morning
Slide over the bar and up on the long white slate,
And put to glory the stretch of sea leaving
The lighthouse and silent bells waiting,
Waiting for the pirate.
May 1947
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NOTES ON CONTRIBUTORS
Edwin Watkins, former editor of Hika and
major in classical languages, contributes this bril
liantly original translation of Horace's ode. He is
now residing in New York. Ed was responsible
for the post-war revival of this magazine, and we
hope to publish much of his work in the future.
Edgar F. McGuire, late of Buffalo, returned to
Kenyon this semester, leaving behind the Army
Air Forces, the Buffalo Better Business Bureau,
and an Eastern Little Theatre group. In addition
to a wife and two children, Ed brings many soonto-be-published manuscripts — one of them slated
for an early appearance in "The Kenyon Review."
A special student, he claims the distinction of be
ing the oldest Hika contributor still at Kenyon.
John O. Enders II resembles, in physical ap
pearance, a small-town Sartre in search of an
existential shade. His work betrays transposed
Bostonisms. At the 1947 Fourth Arts Forum of
the University of North Carolina Women's Col-
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L E S T E R' S
For Quality
Mount Vernon

Ohio

lege, his prose had the honour of being included
in a panel discussion.
Monty Middleton, recently from England, has
benn teaching freshman prose composition at
Kenyon this fall. He combines an amiable wit
with much tolerant sagacity in his classroom dis
cussions of Mr. Hemingway.
Talbot P. Lewis is also a special student who
devotes a good deal of his time to the mastery of
formal poetic structures. He has made remarkable
progress in this direction during the space of one
year and Hika is fortunate in having him as a
regular contributor.
Dr. George F. Smythe (1852-1934), whose
life as churchman, educator, and writer is bound
interminably with the history of Kenyon College.
(Dr. Smythe wrote KENYON COLLEGE: ITS
FIRST HUNDRED YEARS), wrote this story
early in the 30's as a burlesque of the English
detective story. The manuscript was found re
cently in the archives of the Kenyon Historical
Section.
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Compliments

People's Bank

Mount Vernon Motor Service

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
Gambier, Ohio

Jar Economical Transportation

4
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CHEVROLETi

Compliments of

Complete Service
for

The Manufacturing Printers Co.

All Makes of Cars and Trucks
•A Shopwork
•A Motorwork

Publishers — Stationers

if Bodywork
if Brakes
if Fenders
if Wash and Grease

Job Printing

if Lubrication
if Chevrolet Parts

THE ALCOVE

Your Chevrolet Dealer

• Restaurant
• Candy Shop
# Soda Grill

Mt. Vernon, Ohio

Phone 1

The
Hamilton Brass and Aluminum
Co.
BRASS and ALUMINUM
CASTINGS .
HAMILTON, OHIO
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For All Good Foods
STOP N' SHOP
Groceries — Delicatessen
Wines — Beer — Delicacies
115 S . Main St.
Mt. Vernon, Ohio

•

1899

/r-c

STROTHER'S
Electrical Appliances
Radios — Phonographs
Popular Records

7 East Gambier Street
Mount Vernon, Ohio

'

J

HOW TO TELL THE
OEKUINE SAYWOOOtE

6

•

J

and brand name SE the stem £

John C. Drake, M. D.

^flP' pJ

Kenyon '24
51 Public Sq., Mt. Vernon, Ohio

p2

''W

ZONE CAB
PHONE 900
Magers Shoe Store
X-Ray Fitting
Hosiery
Ohio

HOME ELECTRIC CO.
Radios — Phonographs
S. Mulberry St.
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LOOK FOR THE ClOVEOlEtF I

Compliments of

Footwear
Mt. Vernon

•
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The Kaywoodie organization,
established in 1851 was making
pipes 48 years before this model
appeared on the scene.

L. S. ALLEN
Registered Jeweler — American Gem Society
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KAYWOODIE
REMEMBERS
WHEN-

w
pip

&
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KAYWOODIE
bached by the record
»—---©/ 96 years
-

For smoking pleasure, comfort, style, balance and
long performance, a KAYWOODIE Pipe war
rants first-place consideration. KAYWOODIES
are the world's best smoking pipes, because of
modern precision, and never-ending attention to
things a smoker needs. KAYWOODIES smoke
cool and mild, with unequalled satisfaction. At
dealers'. Made of imported
briar, specially selected
and seasoned by us. KAY
WOODIE Company, New
York and London. 630
Fifth Avenue, New York
ml).
20. Leaflet on request.
DRINKLESS KAYWOODIE $3.50
SUPER GRAIN $5. RELIEF-GRAIN $7.50, FLAME-GRAIN $11,
SILHOUETTE $10. MEERSCHAUM-LINED $12.50
CONNOISSEUR $15, NINETY-FIVER $20, CENTENNIAL $25.

0 NOTHING SO GOOD IS SO GOOD
FOR YOU AS JEWELL ICE CREAM.
ENJOY IT AT HOME OR AT YOUR
FAVORITE FOUNTAIN

JEWELL ICE CREAM
J

The
H. P. DEUSCHER CO.
GRAY IRON CASTINGS
HAMILTON, OHIO
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General Dry Cleaners

3 GABLES INN
Steaks
Chickens
Chickens in the Basket

Hats Cleaned and Blocked.
Tailoring and Repairing.
Mt. Vernon, Ohio
9 E. Gambier Street

HIKE TO

HECKLERS

Sea Food

FOR

Beer

DRUGS

Liquor
180 Columbus Rd., Mt., Vernon, Ohio
Phone 1159

FILMS
West Side Public Sq.

KODAKS
Mt. Vernon, Ohio

Kenyon College Shop

Gelsanliter's

we have
A Large New Stock

for all
School Supplies
Typewriters

Records

TAUGHER'S
for
The Best in Drugs.

CAMERON-KING PHOTOGRAPHS
Compliments
of

B. B. Sturtevant, D. D. S.

Proficient in all Types of Photography
From Portraits to Photostats
Kokosing Gift Shop — Wilson's Store
or Phone 2771

HEADINGTON
Super Service Station

McMILLEN'S

Mulberry and Vine

Mt. Vernon

Sporting Goods
I'll Meet You at
MAZZAS
107 S. Main St.
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Mt. Vernon

For a Glass of Michelob
Spaghetti and Steaks
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Little Moron Corner
Mohair Moron, the upholsterer'sson,
was found huddled up and shivering
in his refrigerator one day. He ex
plained by saying, "I was th-thirsty
for a P-pepsi-C-cola ami wTas t-told
it should bed-drunk when eold. I\ow
I can drink it. I'm c-c-cold!
You don't have to be a moron to
trrite these . . . bat it helps. $2
for each accepted i re'11 pay you,
and not n penny more.

*

$ \ w

Sing a song of sixpence, pockets full of
dough. Here's the way you'll get it from
Pepsi-Cola Co. Make us laugh ... if you
can. We'll pay you 81, §2, $3 ... as much
as 815 for stuff we accept—and print.
Think of it. You can retire. (As early as
9 P. M. if you like.) You don't have
to mention Pepsi-Cola hut that always

—-IIE-SHE GAGS—

makes us smile. So send in your jokes, gags
and no bottle tops to Easy Money Dept.,
Pepsi-Cola Co., Long Island City, N. 1.
The very next day you may receive a
de-luxe radio-phonograph combination and
a nine-room prefabricated house. It won t
he from us. We'll just send you money if
we feel like it. Easy Money, t»>o.

I:\TIIA \i)iu<:ii
ATTRACTION
At the end of the year we're going
to review all the stuff we buy, and
the item we think was best of all is
going to get an extra

SI 00.00

a

GET FUNNY... WIN MONEY... WHITE A TITLE

If you're a "he or a she (as we sus
pect) writing HE-SHE jokes should be
a cinch for you. If you're not a "he"
or a "she" don t bother. Anyway, if
you're crazy enough to give us gags
iike these, we might be crazy enough
to pay you a few bucks for them.

#

#

#

He: Give me a kiss and 1*11 buy you a
Pepsi-Cola ... or something.

nl

She: Correction. Either you II buy me a
Pepsi ... or nothing!

#

#

#

He: When a man leans forward eagerly,
lips parted, thirsting for loveliness,
don't you know what to do?
She: Sure, give him a Pepsi-Cola.

#

#

#

'"I

He ghost: I'm thirsty. Let's go haunt
the Pepsi-Cola plant.

iSt-

She ghost: That's the spirit!

#

#

#

83.00 (three bucks) tee pay for stuff
like this, if printed. We are not
ashamed of ourselves, either!
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CUTE SAYINGS
of KIDDIES
(age 16 to 19 plus)

A famous sage has said that people are
funnier than anybody. If that were true,
all you'd have to do would he listen to
what the kiddies are saying, write it down.
Hend it in, and we'll buy it. If that were
true. It might lie, for all we know, ^e
haven't the slightest idea what we II ac-

This is easier than taking candy away from a baby. And less squawking.
Maybe you don't want to be rich, but just force yourself. You'll like it.
And, if we like the title you write for this cartoon we'll force ourself to give
you $5. Or if you send us your own cartoon idea we II up it to 810.^ 1*or a
cartoon that you draw yourself, we II float a loan and send you $15 if wc
print it. Could you expect any more? Y es, you could expect.

cept. Chances are it would be things like
these unless we get some sense.
"My George, who will just be 17 on next
Guy Fawkes Day, had his appendix re
moved last month. ^ hen the doctor asked
him what kind of stitching he'd like to

have, George said, 'suture self, doctor .
"Elmer Treestump says his girl Sagebrush,
only
brings a bottle of Pepsi-Cola
along on every date for protection. She
tells everybody, 'that's my Pop!'"
$1 each for acceptable stuff like this.
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